
Beautifully designed cabinetry ~ customized just for you.



ON THE COVER: Signature Collection • Dover Hickory in Whipped Cream paint with Smoke accents

SIGNATURE COLLECTION
GEORGETOWN

Maple in White paint



Carlos A. Haas

My grandfather, Carlos Haas, founded Haas Cabinet Company in 1939. As a Kentucky Colonel, he was 
known and is now remembered by all as, “The Colonel.”

The Colonel initially built cabinets as a hobby and then quickly expanded his hobby into a business 
that serviced the residential market in his hometown. As word spread about the fine craftsmanship and 
quality of his cabinets, Haas cabinets were eventually shipped coast to coast. 

Haas Cabinet may have started as a hobby for my grandfather, but it has grown to employ and support 
hundreds of families in his hometown. It is a strong and positive element in the local community and 
has supported his own family for generations. 

Through his keen mind and good judgment, The Colonel emphasized both quality and integrity. These 
qualities were not only very personal to him; they were very appreciated by his customers.

Haas Cabinet remains a family-owned company, and we continue to take a very personal interest in the product which bears our family 
name. 

We manufacture products using the most innovative, state-of-the-art woodworking and finishing equipment; all the while holding firm 
to tried-and-true cabinet and furniture construction techniques. We at Haas take pride in the fact that we make almost all of our own 
component parts. Unlike most manufacturers in our industry, we do not outsource this work. This benefits our customers tremendously 
because we can offer a wider variety of custom door styles and cabinet finishes that fit nearly any design specification. We are proud to 
be able to offer a high level of customization rarely found in products of our price range. 

Most important, we pride ourselves in providing the personal service often overlooked by large corporations. Our products are 
distributed through a dedicated and professional dealer base, many of whom have been associated with Haas for decades. These 
professional cabinet specialists are as committed to customer satisfaction and a job well done as we are.

I would like to personally thank you for looking through our product portfolio. We look forward to having our family’s 
products be a part of your family’s home.         
          

          Todd Haas, President

From Our Family to Yours . . .



CUSTOMIZED DESIGNER STYLE 
The Haas Signature Collection offers our broadest range of selections providing all 
the flexibility needed to make your dream kitchen a reality. With over 60 door styles in 
the most popular wood species, the Haas Signature Collection provides full custom 
styling choices, product features and sizing capabilities – all without the custom price. 

DOVER 
Hickory in Whipped Cream paint with Smoke accents
Island: Cherry in Barnwood



ESTATE
Maple in Honey with Mocha accents



FEDERAL
Cherry in Cinnamon



GEORGETOWN 
Cherry in Cinnamon



HAMPTON
Maple in Bistro paint with Smoke accents



HARTFORD
Maple in Spice with Mocha accents



LANCASTER
Hickory in Natural



LEXINGTON-V
Maple in White paint



MADISON
Oak in Bombay



MISSION-V
Hickory in Cinnamon



MONTICELLO
Cherry in Spice with Ebony accents



OXFORD
Maple in Whipped Cream paint with Smoke accents
Island: Maple in Color choice™ paint



PLANTATION
Maple in Natural



PLYMOUTH RUSTIC 
Rustic Cherry in Honey
Island: Maple in Black paint with Rub-thru



RICHMOND-V
Maple in White paint
Island: Stafford Maple in Cider



SHAKERTOWN
Maple in Bistro and Bronze paints 



SHAKERTOWN BEADED
Cherry in Cinnamon with Ebony accents



SOHO
Maple in Pecan



SONOMA
Maple in Whipped Cream paint



STAFFORD
Maple in Ginger with Ebony accents
Island: Federal Maple in Whipped Cream 
paint with Umber accents and Aged details



TUDOR
Maple in Whipped Cream paint
Island: Plymouth Oak in Bombay



WEXFORD
Cherry in Caraway



*ESTATE SQUARE – ARCH (Wall)
Cherry, Maple, Oak in Square and Arch

Hickory, Rustic Cherry,
Rustic Hickory in Square only

*FEDERAL SQUARE – ARCH (Wall)
Cherry, Hickory, Maple,

and Oak in Square and Arch
Rustic Cherry and Rustic Hickory in Square only

DRESDEN
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak, 

Rustic Hickory

CONCORD
Cherry, Maple

BEDFORD-V 
Cherry, Maple

AUGUSTA
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

*DOVER
Cherry, Hickory, Maple

(*Cover Photo)

SIGNATURE DOOR STYLES
BOLD lettering indicates wood species of door shown. Asterisk (*) denotes kitchen photo shown in brochure.

Optional 5-piece or 3-piece drawer fronts are available on select door styles.



*HARTFORD
Cherry, Maple, Rustic Cherry

HARTFORD-V
Cherry, Maple

*HAMPTON
Cherry, Maple

FRANKLIN
Maple

*GEORGETOWN
Cherry, Maple

HERMITAGE
Cherry, Maple

JAMESTOWN-V
Cherry, Maple

*LANCASTER SQUARE – ARCH (Wall)
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak in Square and Arch

Rustic Hickory in Square only

SIGNATURE DOOR STYLES
BOLD lettering indicates wood species of door shown. Asterisk (*) denotes kitchen photo shown in brochure.

Optional 5-piece or 3-piece drawer fronts are available on select door styles.



*MONTICELLO
Cherry, Maple

*OXFORD
Cherry, Maple

OXFORD-V
Cherry, Maple

LANGFORD
Cherry, Maple

*LEXINGTON-V
Cherry, Maple

*MISSION-V
Cherry, Hickory, 

Maple, Oak, Rustic Hickory

*MADISON SQUARE – ARCH (Wall)
Cherry, Hickory, Maple in Square

Oak in Square and Arch

SIGNATURE DOOR STYLES
BOLD lettering indicates wood species of door shown. Asterisk (*) denotes kitchen photo shown in brochure.

Optional 5-piece or 3-piece drawer fronts are available on select door styles.



ROCKFORD
Cherry, Maple

*SHAKERTOWN
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak,

Rustic Cherry

*SHAKERTOWN BEADED
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

*RICHMOND-V
Cherry, Maple

PLYMOUTH-V
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

*PLANTATION
Cherry, Maple, Oak

*PLYMOUTH
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak, 

Rustic Cherry

RICHMOND BEADED
Cherry, Maple

SIGNATURE DOOR STYLES
BOLD lettering indicates wood species of door shown. Asterisk (*) denotes kitchen photo shown in brochure.

Optional 5-piece or 3-piece drawer fronts are available on select door styles.



*WEXFORD
Cherry, Maple

VERONA
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak

*TUDOR
Cherry, Hickory, Maple

*SONOMA
Cherry, Maple, Oak

*STAFFORD
Cherry, Maple

SHAKERTOWN-V
Cherry, Hickory, Maple, Oak, 

Rustic Hickory

*SOHO
Cherry, Maple

SIGNATURE DOOR STYLES
BOLD lettering indicates wood species of door shown. Asterisk (*) denotes kitchen photo shown in brochure.

Optional 5-piece or 3-piece drawer fronts are available on select door styles.



CLASSIC DESIGNER SHAKER MILAN

SIGNATURE
DOOR EDGE PROFILES

All edge profiles available on all 
mortise and tenon door styles.

1. Face frame. All Signature Collection cabinets use a 3/4" thick solid hardwood front frame. Frames are grooved to accept the cabinet top/bottom and end 
panels, providing a sturdy, interlocking construction.

2. Front frame joints. Front frame joints are pinned and glued under pressure. Haas uses a “blind” mortise and tenon joint, a strong joint with a clean 
appearance. 

3. Toe kick. Signature Collection base and vanity cabinets use a 3" deep by 4-1/2" tall toe kick. The toe support is lipped and glued into the end panels for extra 
support and strength. 

4. Nail stick. Solid wood nail sticks are an integral part of Haas cabinetry. These pieces provide a strong, secure 
and long-lasting mounting platform for cabinet installation. No particleboard strips or thin cabinet backs to “hold” 
the cabinets in place.

5. Drawers. All Signature Collection drawers are made of 5/8" thick solid hardwood material. A 1/4" thick plywood 
drawer bottom is grooved into the box on all four edges and glued. This long-lasting construction technique 
provides years of trouble-free service to one of the most used components in your kitchen. 

6. Drawer joints. All drawers are standard with dovetail joints on all four corners. These joints are glued under 
pressure and provide years of drawer structure reliability.

7. Drawer guides. Drawer guides are hidden from view by using an “under mount” mounting method. The full 
weight of the drawer rests directly on the guides, not mounting screws. Full-access, soft-close, ball-bearing 
Hettich drawer guides are standard on most products. An additional upgrade to full-extension guides with 

 soft-close features is also available.

8. Adjustable shelves. Most cabinets have adjustable shelves that allow the homeowner to select the opening 
sizes. In addition, a full array of unique pull-out products is available to maximize access to some hard-to-reach 
areas.

9. End panels. All Signature Collection ends are made of 1/2" thick material with 3/16" furniture offset on the outside. Exposed ends are available with real 
wood veneers (not a man-made vinyl or paper) to nicely complement the solid wood used in the doors and frames. This finishing touch is also available in 3/4" 
material to allow a “flush” end appearance for more contemporary styled kitchens.
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JEFFERSON MAPLE
Maple in Bistro paint

FASHION FORWARD VALUE
The Haas Lifestyle Collection offers the same quality cabinets found in our Signature 
Collection but in a limited number of styles, sizes and modification choices, allowing 
for a more attractive price point. Now available in our full complement of finishes, the 
Lifestyle Collection features the same quality wood and craftsmanship you’ve come 
to expect from Haas, all at a better price.



LIBERTY ARCH
Maple in Spice



LIBERTY SQUARE
Maple in Caraway



METRO
Maple in Black paint



VALLEY
Maple in Natural



LIFESTYLE DOOR STYLES
BOLD lettering indicates wood species of door shown. Asterisk (*) denotes kitchen photo shown in brochure.

Optional 5-piece or 3-piece drawer fronts are available on select door styles.

BAYSIDE
Maple

*HEARTLAND
Cherry, Maple
(*Back Cover)

*JEFFERSON
Maple

LINCOLN PARK
Maple

*METRO
Painted finishes
on Maple only

HOMETOWN
Maple

*LIBERTY
SQUARE – ARCH (Wall)

Maple in Square and Arch
Cherry in Square only

NOVA
White Melamine

OAKRIDGE
SQUARE – ARCH (Wall)

Oak

SEASCAPE
White Thermofoil

WOODFORD
Maple

*VALLEY
Hickory, Maple, Oak

UPLAND
Maple

REVERE
Hickory, Maple



1. Face frame. All Lifestyle Collection cabinets use a 3/4" thick solid hardwood front frame. Frames are grooved to accept the cabinet top/bottom and end 
panels, providing a sturdy, interlocking construction.

2. Front frame joints. Front frame joints are pinned and glued under pressure using a “blind” mortise and 
tenon joint. 

3. Toe kick. Lifestyle Collection base and vanity cabinets use a 3" deep by 4-1/2" tall toe kick. The toe 
support is lipped and glued into the end panels for extra support and strength. 

4. Nail stick. Solid wood nail sticks in wall cabinets and plywood nail sticks in the bases are an integral part 
of Lifestyle Collection cabinetry. These pieces provide a strong, secure and long-lasting mounting platform 
for cabinet installation. No particleboard strips or thin cabinet backs to “hold” the cabinets in place.

5. Drawers. All Lifestyle Collection drawers are made of 1/2" thick maple plywood material. A 3.2MM 
thick hardwood drawer bottom is grooved into the box on all four edges and glued. This long-lasting 
construction technique provides years of trouble-free service to one of the most used components in your 
kitchen. An upgrade to Signature Collection drawers and drawer guides is available.

6. Drawer joints. All drawers are standard with dovetail joints on all four corners. These joints are glued 
under pressure and provide years of drawer structure reliability.

7. Drawer guides. Lifestyle Collection drawers use side-mounted, epoxy-coated drawer guides. An 
additional upgrade to Signature Collection drawers and drawer guides is available.

8. Adjustable shelves. Most cabinets have adjustable shelves that allow the homeowner to select the 
opening sizes. In addition, a full array of unique pull-out products is available to maximize access to some 
hard-to-reach areas.

9. End panels. All Lifestyle Collection ends are made of 1/2" thick material with 3/16" furniture offset on the outside. Upgrades to a 1/2" or 3/4" plywood end are 
available for exposed ends.
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CLASSIC DESIGNER SHAKER

LIFESTYLE
DOOR EDGE PROFILES

All edge profiles available on all 
mortise and tenon door styles.



FROST (FR) TAUPE (TA)EBONY (EB) PEWTER (PE)CREAM (CR) MOCHA (MO)

Glaze accents consist of a secondary finish applied to the hang-up areas on many Haas door styles. These secondary colors provide 
for a two-toned softening to a sometime dominant single color associated with certain stain or paint schemes. These accents are 
available on most standard stains and solid paint colors. Glaze accents shown on Maple doors in Natural stain.

GLAZES

STAINS
STANDARD AND DISTRESSED STAIN VARIATIONS

STANDARD

STANDARD stained products are the result of highly pigmented stains applied using automated finish equipment. 
After the stain is applied, it is hand wiped to enhance the natural beauty of wood. Two coats of ultraviolet-cured, 
clear topcoat material provides a long-lasting, environmentally friendly finish. Glaze accents are also available on 
most door styles of standard stained finishes to provide a distinctive look.

DISTRESSED stains involve several distinctive, hand-applied, finish steps. The wood is physically distressed 
through excess sanding, random moderate denting, and false splits placed in some wood grains. Two unique 
toned stains are then applied. These separate opaque stains provide a handsome overall appearance with just 
enough highlighting in the distressed and hang-up areas to provide the old-world look of worn heirloom pieces.

DISTRESSED

SIGNATURE & LIFESTYLE



CHERRY FINISHES

CARAWAYBOURBON CIDERBARNWOOD CABERNET JAVABOMBAY HONEYAUTUMN GINGERCINNAMON

OAK FINISHES Standard Finishes

AUTUMN BOURBONBARNWOOD BOMBAY CABERNET CIDERCARAWAY HONEYCINNAMON

Standard Finishes
SIGNATURE & LIFESTYLE FINISHES

JAVA SLATESIENNANATURAL PECAN

Standard Finishes

DISTRESSED 
BARNWOOD

COTTAGE

Distressed Finishes

DISTRESSED
CARAWAY 

DISTRESSED 
BARNWOOD

COTTAGE

Distressed Finishes

HERITAGE VINTAGEDISTRESSED
CARAWAY 

Standard Finishes

SLATESIENNA SPICEPECANNATURAL

CAFÉ NOIR

CAFÉ NOIR



SIGNATURE & LIFESTYLE FINISHES

JAVA SIENNA

Standard Finishes

NATURAL PECAN

Distressed Finishes

COTTAGE DISTRESSED 
BARNWOOD

DISTRESSED
CARAWAY

Standard FinishesMAPLE FINISHES

JAVA NATURALBARNWOOD BOMBAY HONEYGINGERCABERNET CARAWAY CIDERBOURBONAUTUMN CAFÉ NOIR

PECAN

Standard Finishes

SPICESIENNA SLATE HERITAGEDISTRESSED 
BARNWOOD

COTTAGE

Distressed Finishes

VINTAGEDISTRESSED
CARAWAY

CABERNET

Standard Finishes

BOURBON CIDERBARNWOOD CARAWAY HONEYAUTUMN CINNAMONBOMBAY

HICKORY FINISHES

CAFÉ NOIR



SIGNATURE & LIFESTYLE CLASSIC PAINTS
(Shown on Maple wood. Also available on Cherry, Hickory, and Oak.)

CLASSIC paint colors consist of our most 
popular paint colors. These colors are time 
proven to be popular over the entire life of 
the kitchen, not ones to fall out of favor when 
styles shift. Classic colors are provided by 
Valspar, a leading U.S. paint manufacturer. 
Clear catalyzed varnish is applied over the 
painted product to seal the surface and provide 
years of durability. A variety of accent colors 
and antiquing features is available on Classic 
painted products to provide a truly distinctive 
look.

WHIPPED CREAM

URBAN DREAMBLACK BRONZE

WHITE

COLOR choice™

Show off your team support by selecting your “team colors”. Or 
simply get the color you’ve always wanted. The choice is yours. Color 
choice™ finishes are also available with secondary accent colors: both 
glazes and highlights. 

Haas has an exclusive partnership with Valspar which allows us to 
match our paints to virtually any color. Visit your Haas dealer for 
complete details. 

INDUSTRIAL GREY

BISTRO COCOA CREAMY

DUSK



For a truly custom look, top off your choice of painted finishes with one of our optional accents to bring out the fine details in your cabinetry. 
(Shown on Maple wood in Bistro finish. Available on many woods and many paint colors.)

GLAZE ACCENTS

Ebony Pewter

Chocolate Smoke Umber Rub-thru
(shown with Smoke highlights)

Aged
(shown with Smoke highlights)

TaupeMocha

HIGHLIGHT ACCENTS DISTRESSED FEATURES

SIGNATURE & LIFESTYLE PAINT ACCENTS

The Designer Dozen Paints include 
“13” unique paint colors from 
our COLOR choice™ program. 
Available at a discount from other 
COLOR choice™ paints, the 
color selections being offered 
will periodically change to reflect 
today’s most popular trends. 

DESIGNER
DOZEN PAINTS



©2016 Haas Cabinet Co., Inc. All rights reserved. Products featured in this brochure are designed for long life and color performance. However, slight color changes may occur over time from contact with smoke, ultraviolet light and other contaminating 
sources. Variations of color and grain are to be expected in each cabinet as they reflect the natural beauty of hardwood and should not be considered a material defect. The photographs in this brochure are just a sampling of what Haas has to offer in fine 
cabinetry. Some of the designs are shown with cabinet modifications, as well as optional features and specialty finishes. Color variations in photos may occur during the printing process. Hardware must be purchased separately.  Please visit your local Haas 
dealer to view actual samples and let a professional design specialist transform your ideas into the perfect choice for you. Products and selection may change without notice.

FL1116

Lifestyle Collection • Heartland Maple in Barnwood

Kitchen Cabinet Manufacturers Association
Environmental Stewardship Program
All products impact the environment.
For ESP program criteria, visit greencabinetsource.org

Haas Cabinet Co., Inc.
625 W. Utica Street • Sellersburg, IN 47172

Direct: 812.246.4431 • Toll-free: 888.TRY.HAAS • www.haascabinet.com


